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A personal relationship

Has a problem and searches 
the web for answers.

She is new to gardening, but loves 
the process, she appriciate the health
benefits of gardening and being close
to nature.

Other people might say Carl is an 
expert gardener, he enjoys the 
different activities and are not 
affraid to make use of technology. 

They are a family with young 
children, the both love gardening but
time is critical so they would be 
happy to delegate the tedious part.

Technology is in the background, so 
the user gets a more personal 
relationship with the(ir) product(s).

Step 1 AwarnessInfo Step 2 New Customer Step 3 Continuing Experience

When buying a new house the 
real estate agent presents the 
Connected Garden as an add 
on like interior decor 

Attends a gardening event 
and meets Gardena where 
(s)he gets introduced to the 
connected garden.

Finds the app and downloads 
it

Receives a welcome message Scan/Set up garden and play 
with different opportunities 
for an excellent result.

Setting goals to achieve 
excellent results

Watches an introduction 
video showing what 
Connected Garden can do for 
you

Views a map visualising where 
to find peers. The map is 
sorted by interest, location, 
specific plants etc.

Buy Set up Accomplishments

Uses the store locater to find 
the nearest store

Arrives at the store and uses 
the app to find way to the 
specific product

Initiates set upBuy product and bring it home Unpack the product which 
supports the assembling 
process

The packaging can afterwards 
be reused in the garden for 
different purposes (Seasonal
storage, mulch, etc.)

Receives recommendations
based on personal data in a 
familiar tone on how to 
optimise, lower environmental 
impact, and/or conserve 
resources.  

Views a relevant product and 
gets informed about the value 
it can give

Results are shown based on 
tracked data and recommend-
ations on how to optimise, 
lower environmental 
impact, and/or conserve 
resources in a familiar tone.

Through the app, surpluses of 
fruits/vegetables or plants can 
be shared with other users

Track data and analyse it

Promt the user to document their garden by photos and share their results

Gardena delivers it and sets it 
all up

Press Gardena installs in the 
app and everything is 
purchased

Personalise the settings so it 
matches their actual need

Moves into the new house 
where the real-estate agent 
has ordered and set up all 
the needed products

My responsible partner Gardena

My effort is visible

A helping hand

Gardena continues to help users  
improve their eco-efficiency through
efficient and fitting technology.

Gardening efforts & achievements are  
presented to the user in a visual and 
user friendly way to motivate them.
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Maintanance End of season Preparing for the new season Becomming VIP

Press DIY and gets guided 
step by step through the 
process in a visual and user 
friendly way

Press DIY and gets guided 
step by step through the 
process of preparing the 
products for the winter

Need for a new product or 
an upgrade of either software 
or product. If it is a software 
upgrade, the update will be 
done automatically

A product related problem 
appears, e.g. blade change 

After the garden season has 
ended a video: ‘Your Garden 
2016’ is pushed to the user

Using the app to plan their 
garden for the comming 
season. They are given 
recommendations on how 
to reduce their overall 
consumption of resources
in a familiar tone.

Receiving seeds from Gardena 
in the spring to inspire and 
challenge

Goals are set for the coming 
season and based on data, the 
app recommends process and 
products

Receiving an VIP invitation for 
events after years of beeing a 
Connected Garden user

In the end of the gardening 
season the app informs that it 
is time to store the products 
inside for the winter

Press fix it and a repairman 
from Gardena comes and fixes 
the problem

Press Gardena help and 
Gardena picks up the product 
for storage and maintenance.
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The user has dominion over all but,
the Connected Garden will support 
them in becoming better and 
accomplishing more.

Hi	  Carl…	  
	  
I	  need	  new	  blades	  in	  
approximately	  3	  weeks.	  

Hi	  Carl…	  
	  
I	  need	  new	  blades	  in	  
approximately	  3	  weeks.	  

Upda%ng	  
so+ware	  
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